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This water resistant fridge thermometer incorporates a 
large and clear digital display that indicates temperature 
over the range of -9.9 to 49.9 °C with a 0.1 °C resolution. 

The thermometer features a unique food safety zone 
icon 'd' in the display that indicates when the temperature 
is outside the range of 0 to 8 °C.

The fridge thermometer's energy saving feature turns 
the unit off when deprived of light, maximising battery 
life.  The unit is powered by a single CR2032 battery 
with a life expectancy of five years. 

The unit is housed in an ABS case that measures 18 x 42 
x 71 mm and can be free-standing or hung from a shelf.

These spirit-filled fridge/freezer thermometers 
feature clearly marked colour-coded zones 
for ease of reading.

The horizontal thermometer indicates temperature over 
the range of -30 to 40 °C in 1 °C divisions.  The ABS 
housing measures 53 x 130 mm.  

The vertical thermometer indicates temperature over the 
range of -30 to 40 °C in 1 °C divisions.  The ABS case 
measures 24 x 150 mm.

spirit-filled thermometers

Fridge or Freezer Thermometers
spirit-filled with colour-coded zones

This spirit-filled fridge/freezer thermometer is encased 
in a clear ABS housing (20 x 30 x 122 mm).  
The thermometer's colour-coded zones indicate 
temperature over the range of -40 to 20 °C and 
-40 to 80 °F with a 1 °C resolution.

The unit is designed to be hung from a shelf in a 
fridge, freezer or cold cabinet, alternatively it could be 
wall-mounted (brackets supplied).  Each unit is sold 
singly or in boxes of ten.

clear spirit-filled thermometer

Digital Fridge Thermometer 
with food safety zone indicator

l energy saving battery feature

l water resistant to IP65

°C IP65

safety zone icon

order code description

803-925 clear spirit-filled thermometer

803-930 clear spirit-filled - box of 10

order code description

803-000 vertical spirit-filled thermometer

803-050 horizontal spirit-filled thermometer

order code description

810-241 digital fridge thermometer

specification digital fridge

range -9.9 to 49.9 °C

resolution 0.1 °C

accuracy ±1 °C

battery 3 volt CR2032 lithium coin cell

battery life 10000 hours

display custom LCD

dimensions 18 x 42 x 71 mm

weight 36 grams


